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Swnmary A cornpuuuional fluid dynamics code has been used to model buoynncy-drivcn 
displacement ventilation flows. The results of using two eddy viscosily turbulence models arc compared 
with those of mathematical theory and salt bath e.."perimcnts carried out 01 the University of Cambridge. 
The work bighligbcssome of the difficulties involved in modelling buoyancy-driven flows and identi
fies a preferable mrbulence model for ,predicting such flows. 
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List of symbols 

GP Specific heat capacity at constant pressllie CT kg-' K-1) 

gi,g Acceleration due to gravity (m s-2) 

He Specific enthalpy Q kg-1) 

k Turbulent kinetic energy (m2s-2) 
p Pressure (Pa) 
S Source term 
T Temperature (K) 
T8rerBuoyancy reference cemperarure (K) 
ui u,v (velocity components in x andy directions) (ms-') 
x. x,y (Cartesian coordinate system) (m) 
fl Thermal expansion coefficienc (K-1) 

8 { 1 ifi = j 
ii 0 otherwise 

e Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy (m2 s-3) 
l/J Arbitrary variable 
r Diffusion coefficient 
, •II 

11, Thermal conductivity (W m-•K-1) 

µ Dynamic (laminar) viscosiry (kg m-lK-1) 
J.lr Turbulent viscosity (kg m-ls-') 
µ•ff µ + J.lr (kg m-ls-1) 
r Density (kg m-3) 
Psrer Buoyancy reference density (kg m-3) 
<7He Turbulent Prandtl number for H. 
Ok Turbulent Prandtl number fork 
<7e Turbulent Prandtl number fore 

I Introduction 

There is a growing interest in the natural ventilation ofbuild
ings rather than mechanicaJ ventilation or full air condition
ing. One form of natural ventilation is buoyancy-driven dis
placement ventilation in which fresh air enters the space at 
low level, is drawn upwards in thermal plumes produced by 
equipment and occupants, and is then exhausted through 
high-level openings. This flow often causes stratification 
where warm, stale air rises above fresh, ambient air. It is the 
layer of warm, buoyant air that drives the flow through the 
openings. Designers are now turning to computer-based sixn
ulation tools co predict how naturally ventilated buildings 
might perform. 

One such tool is computational fluid dynamics (CFD) pro
grams. CFD is now well established in many fields of engineer
ing, providing satisfactory solutions to a wide range of prob
lems including building ventilation. An area where confi
dence needs to be increased is the modelling ofbuoyancy-dri
ven .flows. These are notoriously difficult to model for the fol-

lowing reasons: small driving forces lead to numerical insta
bilities; there is uncertainty regarding how to model rurbu
lence accurately; and the flow is specified implicidy (i.e. 
sources of buoyancy are specified from which the program 
must calculate a velocity field). The first and last reasons 
mean that the user of a CFO code must exercise great care in 
concroUing the iteration procedure to ensure that a solution is 
obtained. Techniques used ro achieve chis often make solving 
buoyancy-driven flows time-consuming. 

This paper addresses the CFO modelling of a line source of 
buoyancy in a simple rectangular space using two different 
eddy viscosity turbulence models. The simulation results are 
compared wilh theoretical solutions and with experimental 
results obtained at the University of Cambridge<1>. le can be 
deduced from the Cambridge work chat careful modelling of 
the plume produced by the buoyancy source is of paramount 
importance if the overall displacement ventilation flow is to 
be modelled accurately. The purpose of this work was to 
determine which, if any, of the turbulence models used was 
capable of modelling the buoyant plume reliably. 

2 Theoretical and experimental work 

The mathematical theory for displacement ventilation was 
derived and then verified experimentally by Linden et af.<n. 
The work showed thac in a space containing constant sources 
of buoyancy and openings to the exterior (ambient) fluid, 
steady stares are possible (Figure 1). 

The heat source produces a rising plume which entrains fresh 
(ambient) air caking it upwards into the upper region of the 
space where it is recirculated. As more and more light air 
accumulates in the upper region of the space, the rising 
plume begins to entrain this lighter air until a steady-stare is 
achieved (Figure 1) in which a constant incerface forms (aty 
= h) separating the dense, ambient air below the interface 
from the lighter, buoyant air above. In the steady state, the 
layer of warm, buoyant air drives a flow through the upper 
openings since the hydrostatic pressure difference between 
the top and bottom of the layer is smaller inside the space 
than between the same heighcs outside the space. Fresh air is 
then drawn in through the lower openings. 

This flow is driven purely by buoyancy forces which result 
from differences in density t;.p. Such forces can be thought of 
as reducing the gravity force g by an amount Fl = g6plp0 

where p
0 

is some reference density. 
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Figure I Steady displacement flow in a box containing a constant heat 
source (arrows show direction of flow), after Linden et al.<1> 

A displacement ventilation flow can be defined by establish
lllg expressions for the interface height and the strength of chis 
stratification. The latter can be represented by the change in 
the buoyancy force fl across the interface which is due co a 
density change Lip caused by a change in temperature tiT: 

g' = g !!iplp0 = g/3 !!iT (1) 

where the reference density p
0 

is taken to be that of the ambi
ent (incoming) air and f3 is the coefficient of thermal expan
sion. 

The work of Linden et al.<1> used the plume assumptions of 
Morton et al.<2l as follows: (a) 'Top-hat' profiles were adopted 
for velocity and buoyancy (i.e. their values were taken to be 
constant inside the plume and zero outside). (b) Entrainment 
into the plume u was related to the velocity in the plume v 
through theenrrainmeruconstant awbereu = av(a == 0.1). (c) 
The flow is incompressible. (Density differences are small.) 

From the basic equations of plumes derived by Morton et 
az.<2>, Linden et al.<1> equated buoyancy and volume fluxes 
through the lower openings with those in the plume at the 
interface levd. This gave the following e.'<J)ressions relating 
interface height, stratification strength and opening areas for 
a line source of buoyancy: 

A//H = 2af.(h/H)3/(I -h/H)]112 

g'/G~ =H/h 

(2) 

(3) 

where AL* is an effective opening area per unit length of the 
source defined as 

A * = a a/[1/Z(a 2/c + a 2))112 L u u I 
(4) 

where a is the total area of upper openings per unit length of 
the sou~ce, a

1 
is the total area of lower openings per unit 

length of the source and c is the momentum theorem con
stant ( = 1 throughout this work). 

G "' is the (hypothetical) value of the reduced gravity of an 
ideal plume (in which a= 0.1), if it were to reachy = H, and 
is given by 

(5) 
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where BL is the strength of the buoyancy source per metre 
along its length. This relates to a heat source of WL watts per 
unit length as follows: 

(6) 

The experimental work used the salt-bath modelling tech
nique in which perspex models were placed upside down in a 
large tank of fresh water and brine injected co simulate the 
effects of a heat source. By applying various scaling lawso> 
velocities and g' values measured in the brine experiments can 
be used co predict whac would happen in air at full scale. 

The Cambridge work drew the following important conclu
sions: 

(a) The interface height is independent of the source 
strength (equation 2). 

(b) The interface height increases as the areas of the open
ings increase (equation 2). 

(c) The change in buoyancy across the interface decreases as 
the areas of the openings increase (equations 2 and 3). 

(d) The change in buoyancy across the interface increases as 
the source strength increases. 

3 The CFD package 

The CFD package used for this work was CFX-F3D(3J version 
4.1. This is a multiblock code in which geometries are 
defined using one or more topologically rectangular blocks. 
Each block is then covered with a mesh and the governing 
equations solved using the finite-volume method<4>. 

3.1 171£ governing equations 

The code solves the conservation equations for mass, momen
tum and energy (enthalpy): 

(ataxjXpuil/>) - cardxjxr il/>dx) = s ~ (7) 

The source terms and diffusion coefficients are given in Table 
1 for the variable ip. All transient terms have been omitted 
since the work sought steady-state solutions. 

Table I Terms in the governing equations when using an eddy viscosity 
turbulence model 

Conservation tP r., st 
equation 

Mass 0 0 
Momentum U; µ+!Lr <arax;X-PA; + µp/±c;) +pg, 
Enthalpy H. ).JC, + Jl.rlcr He 0 

p
0 

is a 'modified' pressure given by 

Po = P + 2/ JJk - Parep,x,. (8) 

Turbulence was modelled using two different eddy viscosity 
models. The first was the standard k-E rnodel<5l in which 
transport equations fork and E are solved as follows: 

('()[c)xiXpuN-Ca(c)x)[(µ + µJ(jk)()k(c)x) = P + G-pe (9) 

(()[c)x.Xpue)-(()/()x.)[(µ+ µJ(jJiJddx.] = C
1
(£ik)P 

1 1 1 1 
-Cp&/k (10) 

where C1 = 1.44 and C2 = 1.92 are empirical constants. P and 
G are production terms due to shear stresses and buoyancy 
respectively: 

P = µeJ:au(dx)CcJu(dxi + 0ujax) 
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and 

G = (µjaT)ft/JT/()xj 

aT is the turbulent Prandtl number fork or e depending upon 
which equation is being considered. 

The second was the more recent renormalisation group (RNG) 
k-E model<6l. This model assumes the same form of the k and 
e equations but uses RNG theory to calculate the constants. 
This gives a more fundamental set of constants and elimi
nates the empiricism of the standard k-E model. The con
stants are represented in CFX-F3D as follows. 

cl iS replaced With Cl - ClRNG Where 

clRNG = 77(1 - 771170)/(1 + /31 1'3) 

1J = (Pl1Lr)112k/E 

/31 = O.o15 and 110 = 4.38. 

In both models the eddy viscosity is calculated using 

where 

~
0.09 (standard k-E model) c -

µ - .085 (RNG k-t: model) 

Buoyancy is modelled using the Boussinesq approximationm 
in which density is assumed to be constant except in the 
momentum equation where it is written 

P = p r1 - RrT - T )] 
Brett I-'\ Bref 

This gives rise to the buoyancy term in the modified pressure 
p

0 
in Table 1. 

All the governing equations are discretised using hybrid dif
ferencing (except the mass conservation equation where cen
tral differencing is always used), and solved on a co-located 
grid. Pressure and velocity are coupled using the SIMPLEC 
technique with the Rhie-Chow<8l interpolation algorithm to 
prevent decoupling due to the co-located grid. The following 
(default) under-relaxation factors were used: mass 1.0; 
momentum 0.65; enthalpy 1.0; k 0.7; and t:0.7. 

3.2 Boundary conditions 

Three types of boundary condition were used in this investi
gation: WALL boundaries, PRESSURE boundaries and SYMME

TRY PLANE boundaries. 

w ALL boundary conditions are placed at fluid-solid interfaces 
and enable the specification of velocities (normally zero), heat 
fluxes and temperatures. Conventional wall functions are 
imposed at WALL boundaries<4l. 

Fluid may flow into or out of the domain across a PRESSURE 

boundary. If fluid flows into the domain, Neumann condi
tions (i.e. zero normal gradient) are imposed on velocity and 
turbulence quantities, and values are assigned directly to pres
sure and temperature (Dirichlet conditions). When fluid 
flows out of the domain across a PRESSURE boundary, 
Dirichlet conditions are imposed on pressure, and Neumann 
conditions on all other variables. 

At SYMMETRY PLANE boundaries, all variables are set to be 
mathematically symmetric, except the component of velocity 
normal to the boundary which is anti-symmetric. 
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4 Cases modelled 

This paper considers air flow in a two-dimensional slice of a 
room (Figure 2). There are two upper openings, each with 
area au and rwo lower openings each with area a . The space is 
symmetrical about a vertical line through irs c~ntre, and the 
flow is driven by a constant heat source in the centre of the 

· floor. The ambient temperature was 18°C and the flow was 
assumed to be incompressible. The governing equations 
modelled heat transfer by convection (and diffusion) only, i.e. 
radiative effects were ignored. 

5.lm 

255 

H 
O.lm 

Figure 2 Geometry of space under consideration 

The effects of varying the source strength and the opening 
areas were investigated. 

5 CFD representation of the problem 

It was deduced that a pressure boundary was required 
between the interior and exterior. However, it was thought 
necessary to model some of the exterior domain so that the 
detailed physics of the flow passing through the openings 
could be accounted for. In reality, the external air is 
unbounded, which is, of course, impossible to model literally. 
Consequently, a PRESSURE boundary was placed at some 
(finite) distance away from the room (Figure 3). The distance 
had to be estimated in an attempt to represent a pressure 
boundary 'at infinity', i.e. so that the boundary had no effect 
on the flow inside the room. It should be noted that in doing 
this, it was not the intention accurately to predict the flow in 
the exterior space. 

Since in incompressible flows pressure is arbitrary to witliin 
an additive constant, and the hydrostatic pressure difference 
is automatically accounted for in the momentum equation 
(section 3.1), the value of p imposed at the PRESSURE bound
aries could be set to a constant (p = 0). In order to reduce 
computational time and force a symmetrical flow, only half of 
the domain was modelled (Figure 3). 

In order to define a two-dimensional slice, SYMMETRY PLANE 

boundaries were also specified on each plane face of the one-
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Figure 3 Geometry and boundary conditions used in the simulations 

cell-thick slice. The distance between these two faces is arbi
trary and was set to 1 m. The value of the heat flux imposed at 
the source is therefore the amount of heat emitted per square 
metre, for every metre length of the source in the z direction 
(perpendicular to the page). 

6 Results 

6.1 Achieving canvergence 

Convergence was deemed to have been reached when: (a) the 
enthalpy residual was less than 1 % of the total heat entering 
the domain; and (b) the absolute values at some user-defined 
monitoring point did not change by more than about 0.1 % 
over about 20 iterations. 

In the simulations reported here, these convergence criteria 
could not be met using the default under-relaxation factors. 
The under-relaxation factors were therefore 'tightened' 
(reduced) in an attempt to control the convergence further, 
but the criteria were still not met. 

As an alternative to reducing the under-relaxation factors, 
false time-stepping can be imposed on any of the governing 
equations. This implicitly specifies a more physical under
relaxation factor for that equation which reflects more closely 
the time scale over which that particular variable changes. It 
was found that by imposing false time-steps of 0.1 s on the 
two momentum equations, both convergence criteria could 
be met. 

Imposing any form of under-relaxation (including false time
steps) has the effect of slowing down convergence, since the 
amount by which a variable changes between iterations is 
reduced. It is therefore cheaper (shorter simulation times) to 
run with 'looser' under-relaxation (i.e. no false time-stepping) 
for say 2000 iterations, and then to restart the simulation 
using the false time-steps for another 2000 iterations, say, 
rather than using false time-steps from the start. This was the 
approach used for the first simulation reported in this paper. 
All subsequent simulations were conducted using the previ
ous result as an initial guess to the flow field, and used false 
time-steps ofO.l son the momentum equations. 

6.2 Qualitative results 

Results for all cases showed a flow pattern as predicted by the 
Cambridge work (see Figures 4-9). A plume formed above 
the heat source, warm air was forced out through the upper 
openings after some recirculation, and fresh air entered 
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through the lower openings. A clear interface formed across 
which there was a sharp change in temperature and very little 
vertical flow. 

Both turbulence models verified the qualitative conclusions 
of the Cambridge work (section 2): the interface height was 
independent of the source strength (Figures 4-7); the 
strength of the stratification (indicated by t).T across the inter
face) increased with source strength (Figures 4-7); and as the 
opening areas increased, the interface rose and the stratifica
tion weakened (Figures 8 and 9). Figures 8 and 9 show the 
results for the RNG k-£ model, but the same effects were 
observed using the standard k-e model. 

A slight rise in the interface level was observed as the source 
strength was increased when using the RNG model. This is 
thought to be because this model predicted a narrower plwne 
(cf Figures 5 and 7) which is more sensitive to the larger 
downward velocities impinging on irs edge and opposing its 
upward progression than is the wider plume. It is hoped that 
such effects will be eliminated in three-dimensional simula
tions when the two-dimensional openings ('slots') can be 
modelled as 'holes'. 

6.3 Quantitative results 

The height of the interface was measured at the far left-hand 
side of the box (away from the plume and the incoming air), 
and was defined as that height at which there was least verti
cal motion. The stratification strength g' was measured using 
the change in enthalpy across the interface M-Ie: 

(11) 

Both turbulence models gave favourable results for the 
reduced gravity across the interface t!G H' (Figure 10) but dis
crepancies existed between the two models regarding the 
interface height (Figure 11). The discrepancy is thought to be 
due to the RNG model predicting a narrower plume, which 
results from a smaller value of the entrainment into the 
plume. Equation 2 can be used to show that this produces a 
higher interface. 

7 Conclusions 

This work has shown that a commercial CFD code is able to 
predict simple two-dimensional displacement ventilation 
flows driven by buoyancy. However, special care was required 
in the control of the iteration process to ensure that a con
verged solution was attained. In the simulations reported 
here, false time-steps of 0.1 s were imposed on the two 
momentum equations. 

Although both turbulence models were able to give good 
qualitative predictions of the flow, it has been verified that 
great care must be exercised in modelling the plume which is 
fundamental co the overall flow field in a displacement venti
lation regime. The standard k-e. turbulence model demon
strated an inability to model entrainment into the plume 
accurately, and therefore gave discrepancies in the interface 
height as compared with the theory. In contrast, the RNG k-£ 
model predicted a narrower plume (due to less entrainment) 
resulting in a much closer agreement The strength of the 
stratification is predicted fairly well using both turbulence 
models. 

The slight discrepancies that still exist are thought to lie in 
the analytical solution where the discharge coefficient at the 
upper opening was not considered. It is also possible that the 
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RNG k-t: model is still slightly overpredicting entrainment 
into the plume, although it is a significant improvement on 
the standard k-t: model. 
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A vector length equal to the height of the space corresponds to a speed of 1.82 m s-1• 

Figure 4 F1ow pattern predicted using standard k-e turbulence model (total 
heat input= 200 W,A//H = 0.148) 
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Figure 6 F1ow pattern predicted using RNG k-e turbulence model (total heat 
input= 200 W,A/!H = 0.148) 
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Figure 8 F1ow pattern predicted using RNG k-e turbulence model (total heat 
input= 200 W,A//H = 0.075) 
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Figure 5 F1ow pattern predicted using standard k-e turbulence model (total 
heat input= 1000 W,A/!H = 0.148) 

Figure 7 F1ow pattern predicted using RNG k-e turbulence model (total heat 
input= 1000 W,A//H = 0.148) 

Figure 9 Flow pattern predicted using RNG k-e turbulence model (total heat 
input= 200 W,AL*/H = 0.227) 
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Figure 10 Reduced gravity across the interface for varying opening sizes 
(total heat input = 200 W) 
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Figure 11 Interface height for varying opening sizes (total heat input= 200 W) 
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